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The trails on the map allow you to enjoy and plan
circular routes. The purple core paths are additional
routes to enjoy the area.

Ladywell
Park

Bannockburn, Hillpark
& Milton Heritage Trail

Visit travelinescotland.com to help you plan your
journey to, in and around Stirling.
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2. Turn left and follow the path (either cross the wooden
bridge or not, it doesn’t matter) until you come to the
Falls of Bannockburn. Cross the bridge and follow the
path almost to its junction with the main road. A few
metres before Colliers Way, turn right (almost doubling
back on yourself) until you come to Milton Ford. Cross
the Ford and continue along the path until you come to
the houses at the foot of Coal Wynd. Continue up and
over Coal Wynd until you come to the junction with the
Old Brae. Turn right, back along Main Street until you
come to the junction with Quakerfield. Cross the road
and continue on down the path at the side of the War
Memorial until you arrive back in the car park where
you started.
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Visit walkit.com to help you plan your way around
Stirling on foot.
Remember to follow the Scottish Outdoor Access
Code while exploring the Stirling Heritage Trails.
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Audio Guide - If you have a smartphone Look out for the
interpretation boards with THIS SYMBOL on them.Type in
the web address or scan the QR code and you’ll hear a
short audio tour relevant to the location you are in.
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Audio Tour - listen and Bannockburn
learn at:
House
www.stirlingheritagetrails.co.uk/audio/bb
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Welcome to the
Bannockburn, Hillpark &
Milton Heritage Trail
Welcome to the Bannockburn Heritage Trail. The
village takes its name from the unassuming seven
mile stretch of water which weaves its way through
a landscape rich with history. The Scottish nation
was forged at the famous Battle of Bannockburn,
fought all around the area over two intense days
in June 1314. King James III died on the banks of
the Bannockburn in 1488. Modern tartan, a proud
symbol of Scottish identity, was first created in mills
that used the Bannockburn to turn the wheels that
powered the looms. The coal reserves 160 meters
beneath your feet turned Bannockburn into a proud
mining community in the 20th century.
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1. Turn right along the path towards the wooden steps.
Climb the steps and then cross the New Road at at
the Pedestrian Crossing. Turn left, following the railings
of the Laydwell Park to the corner and then enter the
park via the main entrance. Follow the path to the
bottom and then head towards Telford’s Bridge with
its circular arch. At the interpretation board, turn left
and walk along to the small bridge. Cross it and climb
the modern steps up the steep bank until you reach
the top part of Ladywell Park. Follow any of the paths
back to the car park where you started.
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From the car park in Ladywell Park (off Bruce Street) take
the path to your left by the war memorial and cross the
Road at Quakerfield. Follow the shops along Main Street
and down the Old Brae, crossing the Bannockburn at the
Spittal’s Bridge. Here you have two options:

This leaflet is intended to help you explore Stirling
Heritage Trails and enjoy Stirling as a “Walkable City”.
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